Science and the Wider Curriculum - Planning and Ideas

Week Commencing: 30.3.20
Year Groups: Year 5 and 6

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Subject: Music
LC: To compose the lyrics
to a song

Subject: Art
LC: Can you complete a
portrait in a style of John
Singer Sargent?

Area of
Learning
Subject: PE
LC:

Activity

Resources:
• You will need
plenty of space
for your first PE
activity this week.
If it is a nice day,
you might like to
take your activity
outside. Some
comfortable
clothes would
also be helpful.
• If you have access
to a stopwatch
that would be
great. Perhaps
you could use
one on a mobile
phone.
• Pen or pencil.
• If you like a bit of
competition, you
might like to ask

Resources
• You will need
your imagination.
• Pen or pencil
• Paper.
Starter
We would like you to
think about a song that
you enjoy listening to.
This can be any song you
like (appropriate song)
If you have Youtube or an
ipod etc, you might like to
have this song ready.
Now, imagine if you were
to re write the lyrics to
the first part of this song.
What could the theme of
the song be?

Resources
-A pencil
-If possible, a print out of
the halved portrait below
Starter:
Firstly, can you define
what a portrait is?
Have you ever drawn a
portrait before? Has
anyone ever drawn a
portrait of you?
Task 1:
John Singer Sargent
was an American artist,
who was considered to
be the ‘leading portrait
painter of his
generation’.
Look at the portraits
by John Singer Sargent
in the resources below
and brainstorm your

Thursday
Subject: Science
LC: To identify and label the parts
of a flower used in plant
reproduction
Resources
•
•
•

Internet access
Worksheets (below)
Pencils

Starter
A-Z game – can you make a list of
different plants and flowers that
you know, one for each letter of
the alphabet? For any letters you
cannot do from memory, research
these online.
Input
In this unit, we are going to be
learning about plant reproduction –
the transfer of pollen to allow
reproduction is called pollination –
watch this video to find out a little
more about the key parts of a
flower and how they are used in

Friday

Subject: Geography
LC: To design a god/goddess that embodies a
key world river
Resources
• Internet access to enable you to
complete your research element
• Paper and colouring pencils / pens
Starter
Use the online game to locate rivers from
around the world
https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3133

Input
The River Ganges is one of the most famous
rivers in the world and is steeped in religious
tradition and significance. Hindus believe it to be
embodied by the Goddess Ganga (see the
information below)

a brother or
sister or even an
adult to help you.
Starter/Intro
Think about what happens
to your body when you
exercise? Imagine that you
have completed one lap of
the school field?
How do you feel when
you get to the finish line?
Why do you think this
happens?
What type of exercises
make your heart beat
quickly?
You need to be sitting
for the next task.
Find your pulse. This can
be usually felt in your
wrist or your neck. You
can also feel your heart
beating if you put your
hand on your chest.
When you are ready, you
are going to count the
number of times you feel
the beat of your pulse.
You need to count this
over 30 seconds.
After 30 seconds you need
to double your pulse rate
to find
bpm – beats per
minute
Record this on your sheet.
This can be found attached
to the planning.

Make a list of all of your
ideas;
Eg, Peace, working
together, positivity etc
Task
Your task is to rewrite
the lyrics to the song you
have chosen.
Think about the original
song- does it have a
rhyme? Your lyrics might
follow the same rhyming
pattern.
You might even like to
complete this task with an
adult. You never know,
they might have some
great ideas and I am sure
they would love to sing
the song with you at the
end.
Good luck and happy
singing 😊

answers to the
following questions:
What can you see
(think about the use of
colour) ?
What kind of life do
you think the person in
the portrait led?
How do you feel when
you look at the
artwork?
Why do you think John
Singer Sargent painted
this/these persons?

the process:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
topics/zgssgk7/articles/zqbcxfr

Task 2:
Look at the portrait of
Dr Pozzi at Home
1881. Can you use the
original portrait to
complete the half
painting?
(Do not worry if you
don’t half coloured
pencils, used your
pencil to shade in black
and white).

Use these to complete the
sentence openers listed on the
cards to explain the role of each
part.

Pretend that you are in
an art gallery and can
you review your own
artwork?
What do you like or
dislike about the style
of artwork?

Complete the sheet below to label
the key parts of the flower, based
on what you have found out so far.
Task
Read through the information cards
below to develop your
understanding of the pollination
process.

Next, use the information provided
to draw a life cycle drawing of
pollination using the template
below OR make a 3D
representation of the process.

There are many different world religions that
have a figure to embody a key natural landmark
– your job is going to be to design our own
version that matches your chosen river.
Task
Choose from one of the rivers below and design
a god/goddess that could embody them. Draw
and colour an image of your deity and add
detailed labels about features that they have and
how these are linked to the river – you may
wish to research your rivers location and use by
the people to give you some ideas for your
design.
Rivers to choose from:
•
•
•
•
•

The Amazon
The Mississippi
The Mekong River
The Yukon
The Nile

We’d love to see some of your finished designs,
send us a picture ☺

Are you ready to
exercise?
Task
There are 6 different
exercises on the challenge
sheet.
You will complete each
exercise for 45 seconds
and you should ask your
challenge partner how
many repetitions you are
able to complete. Record
your total in the grid.
If you have a partner, you
can take turns with the
counting and timing.
Recheck your pulse
Record on your sheet
Cool Down
At the end of each activity
there should be a cool
down. You are very good
and you have lots of ideas
for stretching out your
muscles so you don’t ache

Where can I complete further work?

Twinkl – Subscription service used by schools is offering a free premium service for teachers, parents and children to use whilst schools are closed. Enter the code
UKTWINKLHELPS for access to worksheets, powerpoints and interactive games to support all areas of learning.
Classroom Secrets – Free Maths, Reading and Grammar home learning packs and interactive resources for all ages.
BBC Bitesize Primary – Free learning resources available for KS1 and KS2 across all subjects.

Monday PE Lesson

Resting Pule …...............................................

Pulse after exercise …..................................

Exercise
Star Jumps
Speed Bounce
Tuck Jump
Shuttle Runs
(Run back and forth in the
space you have- one run is
‘there and back’)
Burpees
Sit Ups

Repetitions
1st Attempt

Repetitions
2nd Attempt

Art – Creating a Portrait
Task 1 - (There are more Singer Sargant portraits on the internet also)

Task 2

Science Activity Sheets

